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TramigoApp is an easy but secure way to track and monitor your vehicles anytime 
and anywhere. Whether you have a small or a large fleet, are looking to track 
vehicles for personal or business use. With the TramigoApp you can monitor your 
vehicles, staff, or family directly on your phone. Features also include trip reports 
and usage history reporting.

TRAMIGO APP CONVENIENT FOR SME FLEETS

SOFTWARE SOLUTION

TRAMIGOAPP

LIVE TRACKING

TRIPS

REPORTS

ALERTS

GEOFENCE

COMMANDS

CONTROL CENTER

IMMOBILIZER

KEY FEATURES

Motion alarm detected, parked, at Dar 
es Salaam Institute Club, Ilala, Dar es 
Salaam, TZ, -6.81542, 39.28906, 11:35 

Feb 19

Speed limit detected, moving, at 
Nakuru Center of Hope, Nakuru City, 

Nakuru, KE, -0.29011, 36.12777, S with 
speed 106 km/h, 08:01 Feb 19

 Zone crossing detected, moving, at Kigali 
Centenary Park, Kigali City, Kigali, RW, 

-1.95138, 30.08774, NW with speed 35 km/h, 
08:13 Feb 19 
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CONVENIENT VEHICLE TRACKING FOR FLEET OWNERS 

Designed to be compatible with Tramigo’s latest hardware option and ready-to-go in minutes. With real time tracking & 
automated alerts you can stay on top of things like speeding, car leaving and entering your configured areas, 
unauthorized movement or even parking in unfamiliar areas.

TRACKING FOR SME
TramigoApp allows you to monitor small fleets 
directly from your mobile and access live 
tracking and trip reports anywhere. Configure 
exception alarms (such as  over-speeding, geo-
fencing and motion alarms) based on your 
business requirements and avoid unwanted 
surprises. 
Pair with Tramigo OBD Premium to read all fault codes directly from the app and stay on top of upcoming  maintenance requirements. 

TRAMIGOAPP

WHITE-LABEL AVAILABLE FOR ALL TRAMIGO SOFTWARE SOLUTION *

Tramigo can now, among other things, allow their 
clients to white-label all of the software solutions and 
provide access to their own backend with minimal 
effort. 

*Subject for commercial terms
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